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Abstract
The effects of tailplane icing on aircraft dynamics and tailplane aerodynamics were investigated using NASA's
modified DHC-6 Twin Otter icing research aircraft. This flight program was a major element of the four-year
NASA/FAA research program that also included icing wind tunnel testing, dry-air aer(rOynamic wind tunnel testing.
and analytical code development. Flight tests werc conducted to obtain aircraft dynamics and tailplane
aerodynamics of the DHC-6 with h)ur tailplane leading-edge configurations, These configurations included a clean
(baseline) and three different artificial ice shapes. Quasi-steady and various dynamic flight maneuvers were
performed over the tull range of angles of attack and wing flap settings with each iced tailplane configuration. This
paper presents results from the quasi-steady state flight conditions and describes the range of flow fields at the
horizontal tailplane, the aeropcrformance effect of various ice shapes on tailplane lilt and elevator hingc moment,
and suggests three paths that can lead toward ice-contaminated tailplane stall. It was tbund that wing flap deflection was
the most significant factor in driving the tailplane angle of attack toward oqa, _ta,. However, within a given flap setting, an
increase in airspeed also drove the tailplane angle of attack toward oqait stau. Moreover, increasing engine thrust setting
also pushed the tailplane to critical performance limits, which resulted in premature tailplanc stall.
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List of Symbols and Abbreviations
stability and control
section lift coefficient
elevator hinge-moment coefficient
thrust coefficient
acceleration due to gravity
aircraft center of gravity
tail AOA tailplane angle-of-attack, deg
tail beta tailplane angle-of-sideslip, deg
TED trailing edge down
TEU trailing edge up
Greek:
(Zatc,
{3qail , Oq.
_tail
8E
¢5F,dF
aircraft angle-of-attack, deg
tailplanc angle-of-attack, deg
aircraft angle-of-sideslip, deg
tailplane angle-of-sideslip, deg
elevator, aileron, and rudder, deg
tlap deflection angle, deg
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Introduction
Aircraft accident analyses have revealed ice
contamination on horizontal tailplanes as the primary
cause of over 16 accidents resulting in 139 fatalities, As
a result, three International Tailplane Icing Workshops
were convened by the FAA to appraise thc collective
expericncc on ice contaminated tailplanc stall (ICTS)
from aviation regulators, airframcrs, operators, and
other interested parties. Recommendations from these
meetings provided the motivation for NASA to develop
the NASA/FAA Tailplane Icing Program (TIP) _ to
conduct research into the ICTS phenomenon.
The TIP was a four-year research program that
utilized a combination of icing experts and test facilities
that included NASA Lewis' Icing Research Tunnel
(IRT), The Ohio State University (OSU) Low Speed
Wind Tunnel, and NASA Lewis' DcHavilland DHC-6
Twin Otter Icing Research Aircraft.
One of the goals of this research was to improve
the understanding of iced tailplane aeroperformance and
aircrafi dynamics. The objective of this paper is to
provide the latest information on iced tailplane
aeroperformance that was derived from quasi-steady
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flight test data. The report is organized into sections that
describe the role of the horizontal tailplane, the research
aircraft, flight test procedures, results, and conclusions
drawn from the work.
The Role of a Horizontal Tailplane
It has long been understood that airplanes require the
horizontal tailplane to stabilize and control the aircraft
in the pitch axis. For most conventional airplanes, the
aircrafl center of gravity (cg) is located forward of the
wing aerodynamic center to provide acceptable stalling
characteristics. The displacement of the wing lift from
the cg causes a nose-down pitching moment. This
moment is counteracted by an aerodynamic down load
enerated by the horizontal tail (see Fi_,ure I ).
t
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Figure 1 Force and Moment Diagram
Because the pitching-moment requirements vary
throughout the flight envelope and aircraft config-
urations, the horizontal tailplane needs to be a variable
lift-generating device. This is typically accomplished
through deflection of the elevator and/or trim device
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Typical Tailplane Component Diagram
Pitching-moment is strongly affected by flap deflection
for several reasons. First, flap extension extends the
chord-length of the wing and thereby increases the
moment arm (h,) of the wing lift. Secondly, wing lift
will increase due to the increased camber of the wing.
The combined result is an increased nose-down pitching
moment that the horizontal tail must balance with an
increased down load (see Figure I - double lines).
Downstream of the flaps, the downwash assists the
horizontal tail in performing its function by increasing
the tail angle of attack (AOA). This increase in tail
AOA may be too much or too little for the particular
trim airspeed, in which case the elevator angle is
adjusted by the pilot to either decrease or increase the
tail down lift.
Wind tunnel results have shown that ice contam-
ination on the tailplane causes several things to happen.
The Cjmaxand O_.stalI for a given elevator deflection are
both reduced from the clean (baseline) case. Also, the
hinge-moment can have a rapid shift at the iced _t_,.
Results of this kind have been shown in several reports 2'
3.4.5 for a variety of tail geometries.
From accident and incident data, ICTS was
typically experienced on the approach to landing phase,
after flaps were extended and altitude was limited.
Pilots reported "'yoke-snatch" and sudden, uncom-
manded pitch down of the aircraft. The wind tunnel
results listed above validate these reports. However, the
data collected in this flight element of the TIP provides
a greater insight into the complex nature of ICTS.
Research Aircraft
The NASA Icing Research Aircraft is a modified DHC-6
Twin Otter (Figure 3). It is powered by two 550-SHP
Pratt and Whitney PT6A-20A turbine engines that drive
three-bladed Hartzell constant-speed propellers. The
primary flight controls are mechanically operated through
a system of cables and pulleys. Control surfaces consist of
elevator, ailerons, redder, and wing flaps. Physical
characteristics of the aircraft are in Table I.
The aircraft was instrumented to acquire three
distinct types of data: I) aircraft dynamics 2) tail aero-
performance, and 3) video of tailplane flow visual-
ization and pilot actions and visual cues. Each type of
data and instrumentation is discussed below.
The aircraft dynamics data set included: inertial
data, air data, control surface deflection data, pilot
forces, engine parameters and airplane mass data.
Tail aeroperformance data consisted of tail inflow
angles and velocities, as well as surface pressures. Three
5-hole probes were mounted to the leading edge of the
left-side horizontal tail (Figure 4). Probe 1 was mounted
near the tail tip, probe 2 was mounted mid-span, and
probe 3 was mounted near the tail root. Each 5-hole
probe measured the tailplane angle-of-attack (_t_il),
tailplane angle-of-sideslip (_lail), and dynamic pressure
(qtail) at the spanwise locations. The probes were
extensively calibrated at NASA LeRC and OSU to
determine _i_, 13t_J, and qtail over the anticipated ranges
encountered in flight.
Surface pressures around the horizontal tail were
obtained using a pressure belt made from a series of strip-
a-tube tygon tubing wrapped around the horizontal tail in
a mid-span location (Figure 4). Each tube in the belt had
a single hole cut at a specific chordwise location;
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theendlocatedonthetailwasplugged.Theotherend
wasroutedtoaScannivalveel ctronicscanningpressure
transducer.Inthisway,thesurfacepressuresaboutthe
tailweresensedat50holeson thepressurcbelt,and
measuredbytheScannivalveunitinsidetheaftsectionof
theaircraft.
/ \
f ', ,,
__,2 r- _ _ _'
Figure 3 NASA Twin Otter Icing Research Aircraft
ftol AnQie St_ilzer
P_obe Press_e Bel_
ElevQtor
Figure 4 Tail Flow Probes and Pressure Belt
Flow visualization on the tailplane was accomplished
by attaching yarn tufts to the lower surface of the
horizontal tail and mounting a video camera to the bottom
aft section of the fuselage. The tuft data provided real-
time cues to the researchers when and where flow
separation was occurring during the flight tests.
Another unique video system was installed to record
the pilot actions during the maneuvers and also record the
view through the windscreen to obtain the pilots
pcrspectivc.
The total data set consisted of the three video
signals and 95 data signals. The data signals were
recorded at 100 Hz sampling frequency, and had 16-bit
resolution. This data was recorded onto 8-mm tape
using a ruggedized PC-compatible data acquisition
system. The data on the 8-ram tapes was converted to
ASCII files post-flight for further processing on ground-
based computer syslems.
_---_L_ycle IRT Shape
:, • V=135 kts, alpha=-2.9 °
:i_ ° LWC=0.5g/m 3, MVD=20pm
° T0=-4° C, time=15 min, with
_._ot cycle every 3 minutes
_, Failed Boot IRT Shape
_ i • V=135 kts, alpha=-2.9 °
•-_. _ LWC=0.5g/m 3, MVD=2Olam
To=-4° C, time=22 min
_/_">-t-J S&_C/ce ShaDe
!_ • derived from in-flight photos
i_ and ADS-4
/ "_ ° used in previous stability &
_'_. control flight tests
Figure 5 Schematic of ice shapes tested on the Twin
Otter horizontal stabilizer
The Twin Otter was tested in a baseline config-
uration (clean tail), and with three simulated ice shapes
(Figure 5). The first ice shape represented an inter-cycle
residual ice accretion, the second represented a failed-
boot ice accretion, and the third represented a generic
glaze ice shape. The inter-cycle and failed boot shapes
resulted from an IRT test on a Twin Otter tailplane
model. These ice shapes were urethane casts made from
molds of the ice that acereted during the IRT test, and
3
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retainedtherough3Dstructureof theactualiceshape.
The thirdshapewasusedextensivelyin NASA's
previoustabilityandcontroltests,andwasnamedthe
S&Ciceshape.TheS&Ciceshapewascut from
Styrofoamblocks,anddidnotincorporate3Deffects.
Thesesimulatediceshapeswereattachedtotheleading
edgeof the horizontalstabilizersonly.No other
surfaceswerecontaminated.
Steady State Flight Test Procedures
Steady flight test points enabled a detailed examination
of the effects of taiiplane icing on aircraft forces &
moments, tailplane lift and hinge moments, and elevator
deflections required to trim the aircraft. The parameter
space examined in this study varied the tailplane
configuration lclean, inter-cycle ice, failed boot, S&C],
the flap deflection (_SF), the thrust setting (CT), the
aircraft airspeed (VTAS) & angle of attack (a_c), and
the aircraft sideslip angle (_c). The full test matrix was
conducted with a forward center of gravity (cg)
location. In addition, a reduced number of test points
were conducted with an aft cg. The following steady
state profiles were used.
Steady- Wings-Level (SWL)
The aircraft was configured to a specific tail
condition (clean/iced) and flap deflection angle (SF),
and then the thrust setting (CT) was fixed at the
appropriate test speed. The aircraft was trimmed at an
initial test speed, so that the elevator hinge moment was
null. With the aircraft in a steady I-G condition, data
records were taken for approximately 15 seconds. Due
to the fixed thrust setting, the aircraft was sometimes in
a steady climb, level flight, or in a steady descent. After
the initial test point, the next test speed was reached by
adjusting the yoke position and resetting the throttles to
obtain the consistent CT. The elevator would not be
retrimmed, so that the yoke force required to hold the
elevator in that position could be translated into an
elevator hinge moment (CHe). This procedure was
repeated for four to six airspeeds at each thrust setting,
flap deflection and tail ice configuration. All of these
test points were done with minimal sideslip (13=0) on
the aircraft.
Steady-Heading Sideslips (SHSS)
A limited number of steady-heading sideslips
(SHSS) test points were obtained. The procedure was
similar to the steady-wing-level points, except that the
aircraft was put into approximately a 17° sideslip to the
right and to the left, while maintaining a specified
airspeed, flap angle and thrust coefficient. The sideslip
was accomplished by the pilot applying either right or
left rudder and cross-controlling with left or right
aileron to yaw and roll the aircraft into a steady-heading
sideslip.
Results
Tailplane Flow FieM
The flow field at the tailplane is very complex due
to aircraft features like wings, flaps, fuselage, and prop-
ulsion systems, which may be upstream of the tail. Each
feature has various amounts of influence on the flow
field and, consequently, affects the tailplane
performance. Data from the tail flow probes provided
insight into the range of flow fields in which the
tailplane was required to function. Figure 6 shows the
tail AOA versus airspeed for flap deflections from 0 to
40 degrees.
Baseline a t.H_ vsVTAS ,.c
i c.g. =22% MAC:
5
i i
- i - l,°dF=2°_ 1 0
I II dF=30
-15 i !iO dF=40
-20 i _----
60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160
VTAS (kt)
Figure 6 Tail AOA vs Aircraft Airspeed
From these plots, the relationship between tail
AOA and aircraft airspeed is apparent. The tail AOA
clearly became more negative as the aircraft speed
increased lor a given flap deflection. The relationship
could be characterized by a 2 "d order polynomial and
illustrates the change in tail AOA due to a decrease in
both eta/_ and wing downwash as the aircraft airspeed
was increased. Downwash decreased with increased
airspeed because the lift coefficient was reduced.
Within a given flap setting, the typical change in
tailplane AOA (A_) due to increased airspeed was A_=
-4 °. However, with _SF=I0 °, the Aoq= -7 °.
More importantly, flap deflection caused
significant negative bias shifts in the tailplane AOA.
Initial flap deflection from 0-10 degrees had the most
significant effect on tailplane AOA, causing Aoq= -7 °.
As flaps were further deflected, the negative shift in _
decreased such that when flaps were deflected from 30-
40 degrees, Ate= -I°. Overall, as the flaps were fully
deflected from _5F=0-40 ° at a constant airspeed of 90
knots, the A_= -14 °. The shifts in (3flailwhen flaps were
deflected were due to the increase in wing downwash
and decrease in aircraft AOA.
4
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In addition to the angle of attack variations, there
were variations in spanwise flow at the horizontal tail
-- o
even with the aircraft at _,vc-0 • Figure 7 shows the tail
sideslip angle (_tail) measured at mid-span flow probc
tot various airspeeds and llap angles.
Baseline 1_ta.2 vsVTAS _vc
c.g. =22% MAC:
!.... i
_i _dF=lO
i i_ dF=20
i. ;11 dF=30
i
I
Figure 7 Tail Sideslip vs Aircraft Airspeed
For flaps settings, cSF=[0 °, 10°J, there was a
pronounced inboard flow increase at the slower
airspeeds. This was considered to be an eft_ct of the
propeller slipstream. As flaps increased beyond 10 °.
this effect was minimal because the slipstream passed
below the horizontal tail.
Steady heading sideslip (SHSS) test points revealed
more on the complex flow field presented to the
horizontal tailplane. Figure 8 shows the effects of
aircraft sideslip on tailplane sideslip measured by the
mid-span flow probe. Note that these data are for an aft
cg. There was nearly a one-to-one relationship between
aircraft sideslip and tailplanc sideslip with a small
positive bias shift in tail beta. The effect of flap
deflection was minimal. However, the effect of SHSS
on tail AOA was of greater consequence (Figurc 9). As
the airplane was placed in a positive sideslip, the tail
AOA became more positive. Negative sideslip angles
seemed to have minimal effect on the tail AOA.
A possible reason for this behavior is the position
of the probe with respect to the fuselage. When the
aircraft was in a positive sideslip, the fuselage was
upwind of the flow probe, which may have altered the
fh)w direction at the tailplanc. When the aircraft was in
negative sideslip, the fuselage was not in a position to
have a significant effect on the mid-span flow probe.
However, it is reasonable to assume the right side of the
tailplane was undergoing the exact opposite situation,
where a morc positivc tail AOA existed during a
negative sideslip. Flow visualization using yarn tufts
support these results because flow separation caused by
the ice shapes on the tail was alleviated when the
aircraft was placed into a sideslip in either direction.
........... /
Steady Heading Sideslip Effects on Tail Beta
c.g.=32%, V =75kts
[3ale (dag)
Figure 8 SHSS Effects on Tail Beta
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Steady Heading Sideslip Effects on Tail Alpha ]
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Figure 9 SHSS Effects on Tail AOA
Another contributor to the flow field at the tail is
the propeller thrust. Figure 10 shows the relationship
between thrust coefficient. C-_ and tail AOA. As thrust
was increased and velocity held constant, the tail AOA
decreased for all flap settings. The thrust influence was
greatest with _F=10 °, where Aoq= -7 ° as thrust
increased from CT=O to 0.10. For the other flap settings,
the typical Aoq= -3 ° over the ranges of thrust tested
from idle to a normal cruise power. The trends indicate
that thrust coefficients higher than those tested would
'ield an even greater decrease in lail AOA.
Thrust Effect on Tail AOA
0
ID
-5
_1 -10,
-15
0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15
I
i i,aF=lO
j . _ ! !•dF=20
--- i I! OF=30
I
!
0.20 0.25
CT
Figure 10 Thrust Effect on Tail AOA
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Tailplane Aeroperformance
As discussed in an earlier section, the role of the
horizontal tailplane is to provide stability and control in
the pitch axis, and to do so for the full range of flow
fields presented to it. As seen in the previous section.
there can be a wide range of flow fields presented to the
tailplane, and to maintain acceptable stability and
controllability, the horizontal tailplane must have the
capability to vary the load generation. This is achieved
by moving either the elevator or trim setting.
Ice on the horizontal tail did not significantly
modify the flow field coming into the tailplane.
However, ice did affect the tail lift, drag, pitching and
hinge moment characteristics. But since in flight the tail
down load requirements are the same regardless of the
ice contamination (for a given cg, a/c configuration, and
flight condition), the effect of ice was not easily
observed in the integrated tail lift coefficient. Figure 1 l-
Figure 13 display the tail section lift coefficient
required for holding the steady airspeed for each tail
configuration. Clearly, the tail lilt coefficient required is
nearly the same within each flap setting and all ice
shapes.
0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
-0.5
-0.6
-0.7
Tail Lift Coefficient Required for Speed
6 F--0; c.g.,Q.2% MAC Cr=0.10
I
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L
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Figure II Ice Effects on Tail CI, 8F--0 °
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Figure 12 Ice Effects on Tail Cl, fF =20 °
Tail Lift Coefficient Required for Speed
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Figure 13 Ice Effects on Tail CI, fF =40 °
With ice on the tail, the required tail down load was
achieved through greater elevator deflection as seen in
Figure 14-Figure 16. For flaps at 0 degrees (Figure 14),
all speed points required the same amount of elevator
deflection for each tail configuration. This implies that
the effect of the ice was negligible at the range of
tailplane AOA's observed with flaps at 0 degrees.
Elevator Deflection Required for Speed
8F=0; c.g.=22% MAC C,=0.10
'
_ 4,0 ; i [
2.0 _ I
0.0 _e
- ,o -_-- i
-4.o---_ _.._.,,I_ l I
-6.0 i _ r '
-8.0 i ,m I '
60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160
VTAS (knots)
Figure 14 Ice Effects on rE, fF=0 °
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• lntercyele I
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i [ :
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Figure 15 Ice Effects on fiE, fF=20 °
As the flaps were deflected to 20 degrees, the
tailplane AOA increased and the relative aerodynamic
degradation between the ice shapes became apparent.
The greatest change in elevator deflection (ALE) was
observed with the S&C ice configuration. The S&C ice
reduced tail lift such that the elevator needed to be
deflected 3-4 ° more than the baseline to obtain the tail
6
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lift requiredtomaintaintrimspeed.Theinter-cycleand
failedboot ice alsorequiredmoreTEU elevator
deflectionfromthebaseline,butonlyabout1°morefor
fiF=20°case.
Elevator Deflection Required for Speed
8 F=40; c.g.=22% MAC Ct=0.10
i io 8a_e,0e
• _ntercycle
ItE,,leoBoo!
70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160
VTAS (knots)
Figure 16 Ice Effects on BE, 8F=40 °
With flaps deflected to _F=40 °, the S&C ice was
not tested due to safety of flight, but the inter-cycle and
failed boot ice both showed an equal decrease in
aeroperformance capability by requiring a ABE=3-4 °
TEU shift from the baseline to maintain trim airspeed.
The similarity between the inter-cycle and the failed
boot ice is understood alter examining the wind tunnel
results of Gregorek, et al [Ref 5]. For the tailplane AOA
and 8E range observed at the 5F=40 ° case, the C_ for
both ice cases happened to be the same as indicated in
Ref 5. Therefore. the change in elevator deflection,
ASE, required to make up the ACI was likewise similar.
Clearly, the change in elevator deflection required
to maintain speed is a good indicator of the loss of
tailplane capability. In addition to this indicator, the
hinge moment data provides greater insight into the
severity of the degradation and provides a direct
connection to the piloting task of flying with an ice-
contaminated taiiplane.
Figure 17-Figure 19 show the effect of ice on the
elevator hinge moment as a function of speed for three
flap settings. Recall thai the lest poJnls were initialed
from a trimmed slow speed, with each successive test
point obtained by the pilot moving the yoke forward to
increase the airspeed. The pilot force was translated into
a hinge moment using gearing ratio and tail geometry
values.
With flaps at _iF=0 ° (Figure 17), there were
negligible differences in binge moment between the
clean and various iced configurations. These results are
consistent with the low tail AOA, low tail C_, and _E
results.
Howcvcr. with the flaps deflected to _5F=20 °
(Figure 18), a clear breakout from the baseline was
most notable for the S&C ice contamination. As the
airspeed increased from 80 knots, control force
lightening occurred. At the 108 knot test point, the
control forces were neutral and heading towards a
control force reversal. The hinge moment data lbr the
inter-cycle and failed boot ice configurations differed
little from the baseline.
Elevator Hinge Moment Coef. Required for Speed
0F=0," c.g.=22% MAC: Ct=0. t0
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Figure 17 Ice Effects on C._, 8F=0 °
Elevator Hinge Moment Coef. Required for Speed
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Figure 18 Ice Effects on C._, 8F=20 °
As the flaps were extended to _iF=40 ° (Figure 19),
the S&C ice shape was not tested due to safety of flight.
but a strong breakout between the inter-cycle and failed
boot from the baseline hinge-moment was observed.
r " Elevator ,ing:_l omen_Coe f.Requ0"e_ for SpeQd I
&F=40; cg.=22% MAC; Ct=010
0 05 i
0.04
0.03
0.02 4l • Baseline
0 010 Jl- Li • Intercycle¢J .01 i_ Failed Boot
-002003 ----- i
-004
005
60 70 80 90 ¥,,_(1¢oIsJ_O-tL0n120) 130 140 150 160
Figure 19 Icing Effects on C.e, 5F=40 °
One point to note first was that the elevator forces
were not trimmable for any of the tail configurations,
i.e. all were initiated from a pull-force by the pilot to
obtain the initial speed point. Another point to note was
the difference in the initial hinge moment required
7
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betweenthebaselineandicedcases.In theprevious
examples,allcasesbeganatthesame(CHe=0)trimpoint.
TheACHe---0.015relatestoa7-poundpullforceforthis
aircraftandairspeed.As
baselinerequireda push
normal.
FortheInter-cycleice,
theairspeedwasincreased
theairspeedincreased,the
three(negativeCne)as is
thepullforcewasreducedas
to80knotsandthenapush
lorcewasusedto furtherincreaseairspeed.Thiscase
doesnotdemonstratecontrolforcereversalor lightening
sincetheprogressivepointsdonotexceedtheinitialor
precedingtestpoints.Thiscasewouldbesimilarto
operatingwithatrimtabsettingfor80knotsandpulling
backontheyoketoachievethe62knotestpoint.
The hingemomentfor the failed boot ice
configurationwasinitiallyreducedasairspeedincreased,
butthenrequiredanincreasedpullforceto achievethe
speedpointsabove75knots.Thiscasedoesdemonstrate
acontrollorcereversalsincetheprogessivespeedpoints
requiredpull-forcesgreaterthantheinitialforceand
demonstratedtheyoke-snatchscenario.
AnotherinterestingpointthatisobservedinFigure
t9,wasthereducedeffectivenessof thetrimtab.Inthe
icedcases,thetrimtabwasfullydeflectedfornose-up
command[trimtabTED,elevatorTEU](seeFigure
20).Theinter-cycleicereducedtheeffectivenessof the
trim tab to provideonly enoughauthorityto
counterbalanceth elevatorangletbran80knotspeed
point.With the failedboot ice, the forceswere
untrimmableforanyspeedpoint,whichresultedfroma
trim tabrenderedineffectiveby theflowseparation
behindtheicecontamination.
Figure 20 Horizontal Taiiplane Components
Paths to Stall
Results from the flow field and aeroperformance
analyses provide evidence of three paths that can lead to
tailplane stall due to ice contamination by providing a
highly negative tailplane AOA. These paths are:
• Increasing flap deflection
• Increasing airspeed
• Increasing thrust (may be airplane and/or
configuration specific)
As was reviewed in previous sections, the flap
deflection had the largest affect on tailplane AOA, but
within each flap deflection case, an increase in airspeed
and an increase in thrust further increase the negative
tailplane AOA. Depending on the severity of ice
contamination, these combinations of aircraft
configurations and flight conditions led to control force
lightening, control force reversal, or full tailplane stall.
Conclusions
Flight tests were conducted on a twin-engine
turbopropeller airplane to expand the understanding of
horizontal tailplane aeroperformance with and without
ice contamination. The flow field at the tailplane was
measured in order to gain an understanding of the range
of flow angles that the tailplane must operate in. Flow
fields at the tail were most affected by wing flap
deflection, but were also influenced by aircraft angle of
attack and sideslip, and propeller thrust.
Tailplane section lift was measured with a no-ice
baseline and various levels of ice contamination on the
leading edge for a full range of flap deflections and
airspeeds. The ice contamination had only minor
changes in the integrated tailplane section lift. The
primary reason for this result was the tail down load
requirement for each case was the same regardless of
contamination level.
Ice contaminated tail down loads were achieved by
increasing the camber of the tailplane through
additional elevator deflection. The change in elevator
deflection angle required for trim became a good
indicator of the degradation of tailplane performance.
Additionally, it was shown that elevator hinge
moment provided a greater resolution to the degradation
caused by the various ice shapes and clearly indicated
control force lightening and reversal for some aircraft
and ice configurations and flight conditions.
The results from this steady-state analysis of an ice-
contaminated tailplane are an important addition to the
work already completed by others in the industry.
However, it is recognized that these comprehensive data
sets and results are limited to one airplane config-
uration, and that the ICTS phenomenon may have many
configuration specific subtleties.
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Table 1: Aircraft Geometric Properties
Characteristic Low High
Mass, kg 4,5 l0 4,970
Inertia
IX. kg-m 2 26.190 26.660
IY, kg-m 2 33,460 34,650
IZ kg-m 2 47,920 51.650
IXZ, kg-m 2 1,490 1,560
Wing Geometry:
Area, m- 39.02
Aspect Ratio 10.06
Span. m 19.81
Mean geometric chord, m 1.98
Airfi)il Seclion "'OeHavilland High Litf" 17%
thickness
Horizontal Tail:
Area, m 2 9.14
Aspect ratio 4.35
Span, m 6.30
Mean geometric chord, m 1.45
Airfoil Section {inverted) NACA 63A213
Tail Volume 0.94
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